
CHANGE! 

Change - possessing the ability to alter, exchange, abandon or make adjustment... To 
transition, To transform... 
That we may transcend into what the Father has purposed. 

Romans 12:2 Be not fashioned or take on the patterns of this world; it's systems, 
operations, doctrines, philosophies, nor shape ones mind and character to the world, 
but be ye changed by metamorphosis (Which is to become/develop and transform to 
become who you are intended to be. Example: as Christ was on the Mt. of 
transfiguration where God pronounced His pleasure in His son). 

We obtain this state and change by renovating completely our human thoughts and 
understandings.  Changing our mind, including our feelings and perceptions and 
judging, that we may be examples of what is good, perfect and acceptable as the will of 
God. 

We should be ever changing, growing into what God designed... 
There is a place of activity in the supernatural that God wants us to operate from... 

To release the supernatural requires a new location in the realm of the Spirit. A new 
local, a new blip on the radar of the Spirit. Father God is calling us higher, deeper…

Be ye transformed by renewing your mind.

Change requires some incredible character strengths:

• A decision/decisiveness 

• Courage 

• Truth - When you really know truth it will make you free, when you know the truth 
you I'll choose more wisely. Ignorance keeps us making unhealthy choices, 

• Motivation - 

• It may invoke: 
A revolt 
Violence 
Pain/ No Pain No Gain Confrontation 

We must possess present day strategies to obtaining the things of promise. 



satan has no control over whether what we desire, we can have. Selah But our present 
strategies do need to change in order to possess what we pursue. 

Opposition changes strategies based on this season... What we were told once would 
work, now doesn’t. 

We must therefore get a new strategy. 
New Strategies... We must be the example of the new normal/Create a New Normal! 
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